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When we last left Sally Sue, she mastered visualizing continuous 
predictions. As she progressed in her data science career, she 
quickly learned that simply adding the element of time into a 
predictive model for continuous data creates a whole new field 
of study: forecasting. Forecasting is the process of predicting the 
future. In the business world, it is not uncommon for forecasts 
to be based on simple formulas, basic statistics, or even group 
consensus. Sally’s been tasked with replacing those simple 
methods with a better AI model. No matter how it’s done, the 
forecast ultimately comes to a value at a single point in time in the 
future, and Sally has to convey forecasts from a complicated AI 
model in a compelling way.

Forecasting is a very visual discipline: trends, patterns, seasons, 
and cycles over time can be measured statistically, but they must 
be reviewed visually to gain the greatest amount of insight. If the 
visuals are too complex, the numbers might get glossed over and 
ultimately end up unused. To make sure they’re actually used by 
decision-makers, the following are six best practices Sally Sue uses 
for creating a simple yet compelling forecast dashboard. So you 
can play along at home, we’ll be using the classic Box & Jenkins 
international airline data as our example with the forecasted data 
renamed to “Sales” for a more business context.

1. Always display confidence bands
Although every forecast is a single value at a point in time, there 
is always a level of uncertainty with each one. Whenever Sally was 
presented with forecasts, all too often she found that they were 
just a single number with no additional information. In reality, 
forecasts change quite often: even the most robust models are 
not immune to unexpected events. When Sally displays forecasts, 
she always includes confidence or prediction bands. These give 
decision-makers the ability to understand where the true value of 
the forecast may lie and give them a rough idea of how to prepare 
better for the future. 
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2. Separate fit from the forecast
There are two parts to every AI time-series model: a fit and a 
forecast. The fit is how well the model predicts past data. This is 
important to display in order to help end-users detect patterns and 
instill confidence in your model. Both the fit and the forecast should 
be two distinct, separately colored lines. Since not all end-users 
understand what the fit is compared to the forecast, consider giving 
them the ability to turn off the fit and focus only on the forecast.

3. Display actual or observed values as points
Actual or observed values should be displayed as points, ideally 
unfilled circles. Displaying both the fitted model and the actual 
values as lines simultaneously makes it difficult to perceive the 
two and causes the actual values to hide behind the fitted model 
or vis versa. 

With the fitted model overlayed on top of the actual values, users 
get a clear sense of how well the model fits the data and allows 
them to perceive statistically identified trends, cycles, and seasons.

Model fit is how well your model predicts past data. 
Fit is important to display in order to help end-users 
detect patterns and instill confidence in your model.
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4. Selectively annotate outliers 
or significant events
Outliers and significant events such as spikes, level shifts, or 
temporary changes should be annotated where appropriate. For 
example, an unexpected supply chain disruption that created 
a period of low inventory can be readily seen on the graph, but 
without annotation or background information, the end user 
may not understand why. Adding a simple annotation to the 
area via a tooltip, vertical line, or shaded region can help provide 
background information to the graph. Whenever Sally has people 
regularly asking her about a particular point in her graph, she 
considers annotating it; however, she annotates with care: too 
many annotations on a graph can make it unreadable.

 

5. Provide zoom controls
Allow the user to easily home in on any part of the forecast with 
zoom controls. These can be done via slide-based controls:

or through a window-based overview:

Optionally, consider adding a single button that allows the user 
zoom directly to the forecast in one click.

6. Always include a table
While forecasting is a visual discipline, not all of Sally’s end-users 
are visual learners. She always has a table available for users to 
see the actuals and forecasts together. This table is minimal and 
includes at least the following information:

• Date

• Type: Actual or Forecast

• Forecast or Actual value

• Lower confidence or prediction limit

• Upper confidence or prediction limit

This table interacts with zoom controls, and users can download this 
table so they can quickly share it with decision-makers. It is also color-
coded so that forecasts easily stand out from the rest of the data.
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Putting it all together
Using the best practices above, Sally puts everything together 
neatly onto a single page.

A Note on Underlying Factors
If your forecasts include significant underlying factors, also known 
as independent variables, add them to your dashboard on a separate 
page. Since independent variables are also often forecasted as 
well, you should follow these same best practices for displaying 
them with one exception: display the actual values as a line instead 
of the model fit. Your forecast is affected by the true underlying 
series rather than its fitted model. In this case, the actual historical 
values are very important.

Take advantage of pagination in your tool if you have multiple 
underlying factors so users can quickly flip between them. Order 
them from most impactful to least impactful, and consider adding 
a separate what if analysis page that allows users to create scenarios, 
run goal seeking, and interactively learn how each underlying 
factor affects the forecast.

Wrapping up Forecast Visualization
A simple, easy-to-read forecasting dashboard allows your end-user 
to consume the data without feeling flustered. All too often, fore-
casting dashboards experience information overload: hard-to-read 
graphs, excessive tables, lack of confidence intervals, and ambiguity 
about how well the model actually fits the data. By following these 
guidelines, Sally’s business users and key stakeholders appreciate 
the simplicity and effectiveness of her dashboard, enabling them to 
make better decisions while still giving them the flexibility to export 
tables of detailed information for deep analysis.

Now that Sally Sue has mastered the art of forecasting visualization, 
she has a new challenge ahead of her that takes her far away from 
the world of structured data and continuous predictions: analyzing 
unstructured text. How will Sally handle this new challenge? Find 
out all about it in the next paper!

Forecasting is a very visual discipline: trends, patterns, 
seasons and cycles can be measured statistically, but they 
must be reviewed visually to gain the greatest amount 
of insight. If the visuals are too complex, the numbers 
might get glossed over and ultimately end up unused.
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